
April 20, 2023 

Retraction and Correction 

We received an April 18, 2023 from Mark Siegel of The Siegel Law Firm LLC attached here containing 

certain information discussed in this video/post. 

Mr. Seigel wrote that he represented “Old Glory Intellectual Property Holding Holdings, LLC.” However, 

a search at https://ecorp.sos.ga.gov/BusinessSearch did not identify any such company.  

We are left to presume that Mr. Seigel meant “Old Glory Intellectual Property Holdings, LLC.” 

Without a unique company Control Number for his alleged client, we found 23 “Old Glory…” listings at 

the Georgia Secretary of State’s Corporations Division. Similarly, we found 27 “Old Glory…” listings at 

the California Secretary of State at https://bizfileonline.sos.ca.gov/search/business  

Therefore, in good faith we presume Mr. Seigel inadvertently misrepresented his client’s name, even 

though he has not extended us the same courtesy. 

Despite this, we have no reason to believe that Seigel has made inaccurate statements in his Exhibit A, 

which we rely upon now as true, misidentifying his client excepted. From Mr. Seigel’s new information, 

It is evident that: 

1. Multiple attorneys named “Michael P. Ring” exist.

In Georgia: https://gabar.reliaguide.com/lawyer/30339-GA-Michael-Ring-249156

In California: https://apps.calbar.ca.gov/attorney/Licensee/Detail/95922

2. Multiple “Old Glory Banks” exist?

In Georgia: It is not clear if “Old Glory Bank” is an operating company in Georgia.  It would

appear it might be a DOING BUSINESS AS (DBA), but Mr. Seigel did not say that. Since we

provided the link to the Old Glory Bank (Oklahoma) press release, there could be no confusion

regarding registered corporations as it would appear that there is no registered corporation

named “Old Glory Bank” in Georgia, reasonably speaking.

In Oklahoma: https://www.sos.ok.gov/corp/corpInformation.aspx?id=1100057749

https://oldglorybank.com/press

We apologize for inadvertently confusing the two Georgia and California attorneys with the same 

names Michael P. Ring. 

We apologize for inadvertently confusing the two banks (?) with the same “Old Glory” names. 

We gladly retract our statements identified in Mr. Seigel’s letter under his “TRUTH” column. 

Sincerely, 

Michael McKibben 
Douglas Gabriel 
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